Abstract. We analyze the dynamics and observational predictions of supersymmetric hybrid inflation in the warm regime, where dissipative effects are mediated by the waterfall fields and their subsequent decay into light degrees of freedom. This produces a quasi-thermal radiation bath with a slowly-varying temperature during inflation and further damps the inflaton's motion, thus prolonging inflation. As in the standard supercooled scenario, inflation ends when the waterfall fields become tachyonic and can no longer sustain a nearly constant vacuum energy, but the interaction with the radiation bath makes the waterfall fields effectively heavier and delays the phase transition to the supersymmetric minimum. In this work, we analyze for the first time the effects of finite temperature corrections and SUSY mass splittings on the quantum effective potential and the resulting dissipation coefficient. We show, in particular, that dissipation can significantly delay the onset of the tachyonic instability to yield 50-60 e-folds of inflation and an observationally consistent primordial spectrum, which is not possible in the standard supercooled regime when inflation is driven by radiative corrections.
Introduction
One of the most important problems in modern cosmology is the embedding of inflationary physics within a consistent quantum field theory framework that describes particle interactions at high energies. This is particularly significant given the requirement of a 'graceful exit' from inflation into the standard Hot Big Bang evolution, after a sufficiently long period of accelerated expansion smooths out any primordial inhomogeneities and curvature, leaving behind a frozen spectrum of small density perturbations that later seed the temperature anisotropies in the Cosmic Microwave Background and the observed Large Scale Structure.
Hybrid inflation models are amongst the most promising avenues of research in this quest for a well defined particle physics description of inflation. Originally proposed by Linde [1] , these models combine the attractive features of inflationary scenarios driven by a slowly rolling scalar field and the original GUT constructions with spontaneous symmetry breaking and associated phase transitions. In particular, in hybrid models the scalar inflaton field is coupled to one or more additional scalar fields with a Higgs-like potential, known as the waterfall field(s). For large inflaton values, these fields become heavy and are kept at a metastable minimum with a non-zero vaccum energy that can sustain accelerated expansion. As the inflaton rolls slowly down its potential, it will eventually reach a critical value below which this minimum becomes unstable, with both the inflaton and the waterfall field(s) being quickly driven to the true ground state. This occurs via a second order phase transition, thus overcoming the problem of reheating the universe through bubble nucleation and collisions.
While the inflaton may be taken as a singlet field, preventing potentially large radiative corrections that destroy the required flatness of the inflaton potential, the waterfall fields may be charged under the Standard Model or GUT gauge groups, thus interacting with ordinary matter and gauge particles and reheating the universe during the phase transition. Hybrid inflation models of this form are, moreover, ubiquitous in supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model, with both F-and D-term SUSY breaking models in global SUSY and supergravity having been discussed in the literature [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Interesting implementations may also be found within the context of string/M-theory, in particular multiple D-brane constructions, where an inter-brane distance modulus plays the role of the inflaton and the waterfall field(s) are associated with the ground states of strings stretched between different brane and anti-brane stacks [15] . These states become tachyonic below a critical inter-brane distance of the order of the fundamental string length, triggering a waterfall transition that ends with the annihilation of opposite charge D-branes.
The coupling between the inflaton and the waterfall fields plays a crucial role in hybrid inflation models, since it not only determines the mass of the waterfall fields and hence the stability of the inflationary minimum but also generates quantum corrections to the inflaton effective action. The most widely studied effect is the generation of radiative corrections to the scalar potential, which in SUSY models may be flat enough to sustain a sufficiently long period of slow-roll evolution if other SUSY breaking and supergravity corrections are appropriately suppressed.
A less obvious but potentially more interesting effect arises from non-local corrections to the quantum effective action, which lead to dissipative effects. In an adiabatic regime typical of the slow-roll evolution, part of the inflaton's energy is then dissipated into other degrees of freedom, which may be the waterfall fields themselves or their decay products. If these degrees of freedom are relativistic and thermalize faster than expansion, this leads to the continuous sourcing of a radiation bath during inflation. This counteracts the dilution effect of Hubble expansion, eventually reaching a slowly evolving quasi-thermal state that may significantly modify the dynamics and predictions of inflation for temperatures T > H, where the Hubble rate H gives the temperature of the quasi-de Sitter horizon. Hybrid constructions may thus naturally implement the idea of a warm rather than supercooled inflationary scenario, as originally proposed in [16, 17] .
Warm inflation has been successfully implemented in supersymmetric models, where the inflaton couples to fields that are unstable against decay into light particles and thus mediate dissipative effects [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . At sufficiently large inflaton field values, these mediator fields acquire masses that are large compared to the ambient temperature, so that their contribution to the inflaton effective potential is Boltzmann-suppressed and does not spoil the flatness of the scalar potential. Moreover, supersymmetry suppresses the resulting radiative corrections, despite the finite temperature of the radiation bath [23] . From the discussion above, it is clear that SUSY hybrid inflation is a natural framework for this generic scenario, with the waterfall fields dissipating the inflaton's energy into light degrees of freedom that may include the Standard Model matter and gauge fields.
While the dynamics and perturbation spectra in warm hybrid inflation have been analyzed in [20] (see also [24] for related earlier work), as well as in [25] for an analogous D-brane construction, using the approximate forms of the effective potential and dissipation coefficient for large field values, the evolution of the system close to the hybrid transition remains largely unexplored. One expects, in particular, that in this regime thermal corrections to the mass of the waterfall (super)fields may have a significant effect. These arise from the coupling of the waterfall fields to the light particles in the thermal bath and the resulting increase in the mass should sustain the metastable inflationary minimum parametrically below the critical inflaton field value at zero temperature.
In this work, we explore in detail the effects of thermal corrections to the effective potential, showing that they indeed generically delay the onset of the waterfall transition below the T = 0 critical field value. We include in our analysis the full form of the finite temperature effective potential and dissipation coefficient, the complexity of which requires the use of numerical simulations.
We begin by introducing the SUSY hybrid inflation model in the next section, computing the finite temperature effective potential and the different contributions to the dissipation coefficient. In section 3, we review the dynamics of hybrid inflation in the supercooled regime (T ≪ H) and in the warm regime (T > H) using the large field form of the potential and dissipation coefficient, where thermal corrections can be neglected. We show, in section 4, that a consistent inclusion of finite temperature corrections requires the use of an improved form of the effective potential, which we determine using the Cornwall-Jackiw-Tomboulis formalism for composite operators [26] . We use this result to numerically analyze the dynamics of warm hybrid inflation with finite temperature corrections in both the effective potential and dissipation coefficient, presenting and discussing our results in section 5. We summarize our main conclusions and discuss possible extensions of our analysis in section 6.
Supersymmetric hybrid inflation
We will consider in this work a model of SUSY hybrid inflation with chiral superfields Φ, X and Y corresponding to the inflaton, waterfall and light sectors and described by a superpotential of the form [19] [20] [21] [22] :
where M is a constant mass parameter setting the scale of inflation and g and h are taken as real couplings (see [27] for a generalization to the complex case that may lead to the generation of a baryon asymmetry during inflation). This simple superpotential will be sufficient to describe the main dynamical features of the model, although our results can be easily generalized to include charged waterfall superfields with trilinear couplings in the superpotential g ij ΦX iXj , i = 1, . . . , N X , with X i andX j transforming in conjugate representations of a given gauge group. This is the case e.g. of the D-brane construction considered in [25] or, in the NMSSM, of the coupling between the Higgs chiral superfields and the singlet inflaton gΦH u H d (see [28] for a recent review). In this second example, the light Y will also correspond to different quark and lepton chiral multiplets with Yukawa terms of the form in Eq. (2.1), the same occurring for SUSY GUT extensions of the MSSM. For our purposes, it will be sufficient to consider N X species of waterfall supermultiplets and N Y light species with interactions given in terms of the same effective couplings g and h.
Denoting the classical scalar inflaton vacuum expectation value as φ = √ 2 Φ , which may be taken as real, and the scalar components in the waterfall and light sectors as χ and y, respectively, one obtains the following scalar interactions:
Note that the scalar Lagrangian density may also include contributions to the inflaton potential from both supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric sources but since these are not crucial to our subsequent analysis we will omit them for simplicity. We also note that Eq. (2.2) is written for a single species in the X and Y sectors to simplify the notation, but we point out that scalar self-interactions in the these sectors are of the form χ 2 i χ †2 j and y 2 i y †2 j , which will be relevant for our subsequent discussion, referring the reader to [22] for further details in the more general case.
Similarly, the relevant interactions involving the fermionic components of the X and Y supermultiplets, ψ χ and ψ y , respectively, are given by:
where again we have considered a single species in each sector and we have omitted interactions involving the inflaton superpartner, which will not affect our discussion. From Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) we easily deduce that, while the fields in the Y sector remain massless (up to additional tree-level contributions that we assume to be negligible), the fields in the waterfall sector acquire masses:
−2m 2 ψχ = 0 as typical of F-term SUSY breaking models. This shows explicitly that for φ > M the scalar potential for the χ scalar waterfall fields has a non-SUSY minimum at the origin with potential energy V 0 = g 2 M 4 , while for φ < M the ground state is supersymmetric at χ = M . Hence, φ c = M gives the critical value of the inflaton field at which the second order waterfall phase transition takes place in the supercooled inflationary scenario.
The bosonic and fermionic components in the X sector will then contribute to the inflaton effective potential via the standard Coleman-Weinberg contribution at 1-loop [29] , yielding for the full inflaton potential:
where µ is the renormalization scale. Note that since the mass of the Y sector fields is independent of φ these do not contribute to the expression above. In the large field limit, φ ≫ M , the potential takes the simple form: 6) with γ = g 2 N X /(4π 2 ) controlling the size of radiative corrections. As mentioned above, the coupling between the inflaton and waterfall fields, namely the first terms in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), lead to non-local terms in the effective action, which in the adiabatic approximation give an additional friction term of the form Υφ in the inflaton's equation of motion. It is clear from the model above that the fields in the X sector are unstable against decay into the light Y supermultiplets, in particular with χ → yy, ψ y ψ y and ψ χ → yψ y . Dissipative interactions will then transfer part of the inflaton's energy into the Y sector, which may thermalize via decay, inverse decays and scattering processes forming a radiation bath concurrent with accelerated expansion. The leading contributions to the dissipative coefficient Υ have been computed in [21, 22] in the low temperature regime, where m χ R,I , m ψχ > T , with the fermionic contribution being subdominant. These were computed neglecting the SUSY mass splittings within the X chiral multiplets, which holds for large field values according to Eq. (2.4), but it is easy to extend this result for generic scalar masses, yielding:
where the first and second terms give the contributions from virtual low-momentum modes ("LM") and from on-shell modes corresponding to poles in the scalar propagator ("P"), respectively. For low-momentum χ R,I modes, the dominant decay channel is χ R,I → yy, while for on-shell modes both scalar and fermionic decay channels may contribute, with total decay width:
Note that this corresponds to the on-shell zero-temperature result for p = 0, which as shown in [22] gives a sufficiently good approximation to the full on-shell contribution to the dissipation coefficient. On the other hand, thermal effects enhance the width in the lowmomentum regime, which is accounted for in the expression above. Also notice that, for φ ≫ M , both decay channels occur with equal probability in the on-shell regime. The contributions from low-momentum and on-shell modes are dominant in different regimes. On one hand, on-shell production leads to a resonant enhancement of the dissipation coefficient but, on the other hand, the corresponding occupation numbers are Boltzmannsuppressed in the non-relativistic regime. Generically, low-momentum modes give the leading contribution to dissipation for large values of m i /T , since they are not exponentially suppressed, but for m i /T 1 on-shell modes become the dominant mediators of dissipative processes.
Hence, in the large field limit, the second term in Eq. (2.7) is negligible and the lowmomentum contribution takes the simple form:
We refer the reader to [21, 22] for the details of this computation, noting that it assumes also the conditions T > H, where a flat space computation is valid, and Γ χ > H,φ/φ, which ensures an adiabatic evolution of the field and expansion compared to the relevant microphysical processes and that near-thermal equilibrium configurations can be maintained during inflation (see e.g. [20] ). Also, the perturbative nature of the calculation requires that, for finite inflaton values, h 2 N Y 1. Since dissipation can sustain a nearly-thermal bath of radiation with a slowly varying temperature during inflation, we must also take into account finite temperature corrections to the effective potential, generically given by [30] : 10) for all fields in the X, Y and inflaton sectors. On one hand, it is well known that this gives an overall leading contribution −(π 2 /90)g * T 4 from all relativistic fields, with g * = g b + (7/8)g f denoting the effective number of bosonic and fermionic relativistic degrees of freedom (see e.g. [31] ). For non-relativistic fields, on the other hand, this contribution is Boltzmann-suppressed and the zero-temperature Coleman-Weinberg potential is the leading correction. To determine the regimes in which the different sectors contribute as relativistic or nonrelativistic fields to the effective potential, one must also take into account thermal corrections to two-point correlation functions, which in particular change the field masses. It is, in fact, well known that a resummation of the so-called daisy and superdaisy diagrams results in the inclusion of thermal mass corrections to field propagators, so that full thermal masses should be used in both the Coleman-Weinberg contribution, which is otherwise independent of the temperature, and the finite temperature contribution in Eq. (2.10). One must note that in scalar theories with quartic self-interactions this procedure leads, however, to a double counting of the 'figure of eight' diagram [32, 33] , an issue we will return to in section 4.
Thermal corrections to the masses in the different sectors of the warm hybrid construction have been discussed in detail in [23] and here we will only summarize the main results. As mentioned above, we are mainly interested in the low-temperature regime, where the fields in the X sector are heavy and hence thermal corrections to the inflaton mass are Boltzmann-suppressed. In this regime, the leading X sector contribution to the effective potential is thus the Coleman-Weinberg potential in Eq. (2.5). However, since they are coupled via bi-quadratic and Yukawa interactions to the fields in the Y sector, which are massless at tree-level as seen above, they receive thermal mass corrections which, due to the underlying supersymmetry, are equal for all bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom:
where α 2 = h 2 N Y /2 [22] . The fields in the Y sector also acquire a thermal mass due to their self-interactions but, as shown in [22] , m 2 y,ψy ∼ O(h 2 ), so that these may be neglected for h ≪ 1 and a radiation bath with g * = (15/4)N Y is sourced during inflation. This also justifies the Hard Thermal Loop (HTL) approximation used in computing the thermal corrections to the X sector masses above. Since in the general case the waterfall X sector fields, as well as the Y fields, may be charged under the Standard Model gauge group or a particular extension, gauge bosons may also contribute to the waterfall thermal masses, with e.g. ∆m 2 X ∼ O(g 2 Y M N c ) for a SU (N c ) gauge group with Yang-Mills coupling g Y M , as well as contributing to the number of relativistic degrees of freedom. To account for this and other more general possibilities, we will treat both α and g * as generic parameters in our analysis, keeping in mind the values given above for the case where the thermal bath is made only of the relativistic Y multiplets. The inflaton field and its superpartners will either behave effectively as additional relativistic or non-relativistic species, so that for large field multiplicities they will give a sub-dominant contribution to the effective potential.
Taking all thermal corrections into account, we thus arrive at the following leading form for the effective potential at finite temperature:
where we have defined the normalized mass squared of the scalar waterfall fields: 13) such that at finite temperature the inflationary minimum becomes unstable when ξ(φ, T ) < 0. We have also defined the dimensionless renormalization scaleμ = µ/gM . This form of the effective potential and the dissipation coefficient in Eq. (2.7), both valid in the low-temperature regime m χ RI ,ψχ T and including thermal corrections to the field masses, provide the necessary ingredients to analyze the dynamics of warm hybrid inflation.
Preliminary analysis: inflationary dynamics at large field values
When the effects of dissipative interactions with other fields are taken into account, the equation of motion for the scalar inflaton field takes the form (see e.g. [34] for a review):
where V φ denotes the first derivative of the scalar potential with respect to the inflaton field.
When dissipation results in the production of relativistic degrees of freedom, as occurs in the hybrid model that we are considering, the total energy density and pressure of the system are given by:
where s = −∂V (φ, T )/∂T ≡ −V T is the entropy density of the system, which is well defined when the system remains close to equilibrium throughout inflation. The covariant conservation of the total energy-momentum tensor follows the standard continuity equation in an expanding universe,ρ + 3H(ρ + p) = 0, from which we can deduce, upon using Eq. (3.1):
When thermal corrections to the field masses have a negligible effect, which from the discussion above corresponds to the large field regime, φ ≫ M, (α/ √ 2g)T , the effective potential decouples into a field and a temperature dependent part,
, with the standard expression for the entropy density of a gas of relativistic particles, s = (2π 2 /45)g * T 4 . The corresponding energy density is thus ρ R = T s−(π 2 /90)g * T 4 = (π 2 /30)g * T 4 , and from Eq. (3.3) we get:ρ
This separation is not straightforward in the general case, as we will analyze in the next section, but we will first focus on this simplified regime where the main features of warm inflation are easily described. In particular, it is easy to see that dissipation indeed acts as a source term that counteracts the effects of expansion, which would otherwise dilute any primordial radiation component exponentially, leading to a supercooled inflationary universe. In warm inflation, on the other hand, the system quickly reaches a slowly-evolving configuration witḣ ρ R ≃ 0, with the slow-roll equations yielding:
where Q ≡ Υ/3H, from which we can determine both the evolution of both the field and the temperature of the radiation during inflation. A slow-roll evolution is obtained in this case when the following conditions are satisfied:
which generalize the standard slow-roll conditions in the supercooled case, showing that warm inflation allows for steeper scalar potentials than the latter if dissipation becomes sufficiently strong at some stage during inflation. Accelerated expansion requires also the radiation energy density to be subdominant, yielding the Friedmann equation H 2 ≃ V /3M 2 P , and from Eqs. (3.5) we can deduce that:
so that radiation remains a sub-leading component in the slow-roll regime. The radiation abundance may nevertheless increase if dissipation becomes strong, Q ≫ 1, such that at the end of the slow-roll regime, for ǫ φ ≃ 1 + Q, it already yields a significant fraction of the energy density. In this case, it will typically come to dominate quickly afterwards, providing a smooth exit into the Standard Hot Big Bang cosmology with no need for a separate reheating period.
Cold regime
Let us first review the dynamics of SUSY hybrid inflation in the cold regime [2] , T ≪ H, in the large field limit where the scalar potential takes the logarithmic form in Eq. (2.6), assuming that radiative corrections from the coupling to the waterfall field(s) are the dominant effect. Dissipation has, in principle, a negligible effect in this case, although to our knowledge no analysis of dissipative effects for T ≪ H has been performed to date. Assuming also that radiative corrections are subdominant compared to the constant vacuum energy V 0 , the slowroll parameters take the approximate form:
with inflation ending for φ e ≃ γ/ √ 2. It is also easy to compute the number of e-folds of inflation from the moment that a given pivot CMB scale leaves the horizon during inflation, at φ = φ * ≫ φ e , giving:
While the amplitude of the resulting density perturbation spectrum can be easily obtained by choosing the constant V 0 , the corresponding spectral index and tensor-to-scalar ratio are given, for small γ, by:
This yields n s > 0.98 for N e > 50, which has been excluded by the observations of the Planck satellite at 95% C.L., although the tensor-to-scalar ratio can be within Planck's upper bound r < 0.11 for γ < 0.68 if the observed value of n s is assumed [35] .
Warm regime
In the warm case, T H, we may use the large field form of the dissipation coefficient in Eq. (2.9), which corresponds to mediation by virtual low-momentum waterfall field modes. Using Υ = C φ T 3 /φ 2 in the slow-roll equations, we can derive the following general relations [20] : 11) and use them to express both the field and the temperature as a function of the dissipative ratio Q, which then satisfies the following differential equation :
(1 + Q * ) −6/7 , Q * denoting the dissipative ratio at horizoncrossing for the chosen pivot scale and primes denoting derivatives with respect to the number of e-folds of inflation, dN e = Hdt. This shows that dissipation becomes stronger as inflation proceeds and, considering a regime where dissipation is weak at horizon-crossing, Q * ≪ 1, we obtain the following approximate expression for the number of e-folds of inflation in the warm regime:
where b = 1 + γ E + ψ(0, 6/7) ≃ 0.74. Comparing with Eq. (3.9), we thus see explicitly that dissipation enhances the number of e-folds of inflation if Q e ≫ 1. The slow-roll conditions are only violated in this case when radiative corrections become significant, which occurs close to the hybrid transition. If thermal corrections to the waterfall field masses are neglected, this occurs for φ e ≃ M and Q e ≃ (φ * /M ) 2 Q 1/7 * , which is typically large if dissipation is not too weak at horizon-crossing.
The spectrum of density perturbations in warm inflation is modified by fluctuationdissipation effects [16, 17, 36, 37] and possibly by the fact that inflaton perturbations may be in a non-trivial statistical state [38] , which occurs if interactions between the inflaton and light degrees of freedom in the thermal bath occur sufficiently fast [39] . Additionally, perturbations in the field and radiation fluid are coupled through the temperature dependence of the dissipation coefficient [40] , an effect which may be significant if dissipation is strong at horizon-crossing. In the simplest scenario, where no large inflaton occupation numbers are generated during inflation and Q * ≪ 1, the scalar spectrum takes the approximate form [39] :
where κ * = 2πQ * T * /H * parametrizes the leading modification to the cold inflaton expression for Q * ≪ 1 and T * H * . Since tensor modes only couple gravitationally to the thermal bath and hence are not significantly modified by fluctuation-dissipation dynamics, we obtain the following expressions for the spectral index and tensor-to-scalar ratio:
where
. Note that these reduce to Eq. (3.10) for κ * ≪ 1, so that in the warm regime one can obtain a similar spectrum of perturbations but with a larger number of e-folds. On the other hand, if κ * > 1/8 the spectrum becomes blue-tilted, which has been ruled out by Planck, thus favouring a scenario where dissipation is still weak when observable scales leave the horizon during inflation, Q * ≪ 1, as assumed above. In Figure 1 we show a numerical solution of the slow-roll equations taking Υ = C φ T 3 /φ 2 and neglecting thermal mass corrections in the 1-loop Coleman-Weinberg potential for a particular choice of parameters yielding n s ≃ 0.962, r ≃ 0.019 and 60 e-folds of inflation after horizon-crossing, within Planck's observational window [35] .
As one can see in this example, the system evolves deeper into the warm regime, i.e. the ratio T /H increases, as inflation proceeds, and dissipation becomes stronger, thus more than doubling the number of e-folds of inflation with respect to the supercooled case. The relative abundance of radiation also increases during inflation. By the time the field reaches the critical value φ c = M , it already accounts for almost 1% of the total energy density, and it should quickly take over as the system flows into the supersymmetric ground state. One must note that the waterfall fields become relativistic about 10 e-folds before the end of inflation, so that the low-temperature approximation is only valid for about 50 e-folds of inflation in this example. However, we will see in the next section that the inclusion of thermal corrections to the effective potential and the contribution of on-shell modes to dissipation may become significant before the hybrid transition, modifying the number of e-folds in the low-temperature approximation.
In this example, a large number of waterfall fields was considered, which is generically required in order to keep the system in the warm regime with the form of the dissipation coefficient considered, as observed in [20, 41] . Such large field multiplicities may be obtained in multiple D-brane implementations of SUSY hybrid inflation [25] or potentially in extradimensional models [42] .
It is also worth mentioning that if a thermal distribution of inflaton particles is present at horizon-crossing and can be sustained during the remainder of inflation, as discussed in [39] , the spectrum of scalar perturbations is considerably modified, yielding in particular a spectral index: This yields a blue-tilted spectrum, which has been ruled out by Planck, unless γ > 2, i.e. g 2 N X > 8π 2 . In this parametric regime, higher-order corrections to the effective potential may become important and must be carefully analyzed, which is however outside the scope of this work. We nevertheless note that the inflaton particle production rate through the 3-body decay χ → φyy becomes more significant for larger values of γ, as discussed in [39] , which suggests that it may indeed be appropriate to consider a thermal inflaton state for large γ and a quasi-vacuum state for small γ, potentially yielding consistent observational predictions in both regimes.
Finite temperature corrections in the CJT formalism
As discussed earlier, the masses of the waterfall fields and their superpartners receive thermal corrections from their coupling to the thermal bath of relativistic fields, yielding an effective potential of the form (2.12). This would imply that, even though the X sector fields are non-relativistic and have Boltzmann-suppressed occupation numbers, they may contribute to the entropy density of the system through the temperature dependence of their effective masses:
where the index i is summed over all components of the N X waterfall supermultiplets. This yields, in particular:
where ξ is the normalized waterfall mass defined in Eq. (2.13) and
Firstly, note that this is independent of the renormalization scale, although the effective Coleman-Weinberg potential is not, which is simply a consequence of the supertrace condition StrM 2 X = 0 in the waterfall sector. Secondly, it is easy to check that this function is positivedefinite for ξ > 0, i.e. in the inflationary region, with 0 < F (ξ) < 4 log(2), so that s X < 0. This suggests that the waterfall fields could reduce the total entropy density of the system, which includes the standard contribution from relativistic degrees of freedom. However, since it scales linearly with the temperature, s X may actually overcome the relativistic contribution ∝ T 3 at low temperatures to yield a negative total entropy. For example, at large field values we find: 4) so that even if thermal mass corrections are subdominant in this regime, αT ≪ m X ≃ √ 2gφ, the total entropy density may become negative if γV 0 ≪ ρ R ≪ V 0 , which is compatible with accelerated expansion for γ ≪ 1.
Such a negative entropy is physically unacceptable, showing that the direct inclusion of thermal mass corrections in the Coleman-Weinberg potential is ill-defined. As discussed in section 2, the inclusion of thermal masses in field propagators is known to lead to inconsistencies, in particular to over-counting certain loop diagrams in the corresponding resummation procedure. An improved version of the effective potential can be obtained using the CornwallJackiw-Tomboulis (CJT) formalism for composite operators [26] , a non-perturbative scheme that has been used in the description of several finite temperature quantum systems [43] [44] [45] [46] and where a self-consistent expansion of the effective potential in terms of full propagators can be obtained.
For simplicity, let us discuss the basic features of this formalism considering a real scalar field χ of bare mass m and quartic self-interactions (λ/4!)ϕ 4 coupled to a thermal bath at temperature T . The effective potential or free-energy of the field is then given by:
where V (0) denotes the tree-level potential, G is the full scalar propagator and Π is the corresponding self-energy, such that:
which should be distinguished from the bare propagator G 0 (p) = i/(p 2 − m 2 ). We have also used the following short-hand notation for the momentum-space integrals, including the sum over the Matsubara frequencies in the imaginary-time formalism:
The last term in Eq. (4.5), Φ[G], corresponds to a sum of 2-particle irreducible diagrams, which corrects for the double-counting introduced when replacing the bare propagators with the full propagators in the effective potential. The CJT formalism leads to a self-consistent expansion of the effective potential by requiring the stationarity of the effective potential with respect to variations of the full propagator, for fixed G 0 , such that:
This defines the self-energy and hence the physical propagator of the field in a consistent way through the gap equation:
The gap equation expresses nothing more than the fact that the diagrams contributing to the self-energy are obtained by cutting an internal line in the corresponding 2-particle-irreducible diagrams included in Φ [45] . For the case of a scalar with quartic self-interactions, the leading contributions to Φ arise at two-loop order and correspond to the 'double-bubble' (or 'figure of eight') and 'sunset' diagrams illustrated below, of order λ and λ 2 , respectively. Neglecting the latter diagram is thus typically a sufficiently good approximation, known as the 'Hartree-Fock' or simply 'double-bubble' approximation, which moreover simplifies the analysis considerably since the sunset diagram introduces a momentum-dependent term in the gap equation [47, 48] (see e.g. [49, 50] for similar approaches including the sunset diagram). For the case of the real and imaginary waterfall components, the nature of the interactions implies that the double-bubble diagram is O(g 2 ) while the sunset diagram is O(g 4 N X ), noting that there are no double-bubble diagrams involving different species, although there are 'mixed' double-bubble diagrams involving the real and imaginary components of each chiral supermultiplet. The sunset diagram is thus clearly sub-leading in our supersymmetric hybrid inflation model even for g 2 N X 1 if g ≪ 1. Moreover, since during inflation χ = 0, there is no trilinear vertex involving only the χ fields and the associated sunset diagram vanishes.
The effective potential for the generic scalar ϕ can then be written as:
where Ω is the effective mass of the scalar and, as before, α parametrizes the generic thermal mass corrections from the coupling to the thermal bath. Note that the second term yields, after regularization, the standard Coleman-Weinberg potential and the finite temperature term in Eqs. (2.5) and (2.10), respectively. Following [44] , we have also defined:
which corresponds to the single ϕ-bubble. The stationarity condition corresponds in practice to variations of the CJT effective potential with respect to the physical scalar mass Ω for a constant bare mass, yielding:
where we have used the identity:
The gap equation determining the physical mass of the scalar field then reads:
It is clear from this procedure that the CJT formalism eliminates the unphysical contribution to the entropy density from thermal mass corrections that we have obtained with the Coleman-Weinberg approximation to the effective potential, noting that similar gap equations can be obtained for the χ R,I scalars with the identification λ ↔ g 2 (up to numerical factors) and taking into account the mixed double-bubble diagrams mentioned above, such that:
Note that a similar procedure removes the contribution to the entropy density from the thermal mass of the fermionic components, which although more involved than in the scalar case yields similar gap equations, as we describe in Appendix A. This means that the X fields only contribute to the entropy density through the temperature dependence of their Bose-Einstein or Fermi-Dirac distributions, yielding the standard (positive-definite) entropy for a gas of massive bosons and fermions. In the non-relativistic regime, this contribution is Boltzmann-suppressed, and we can approximate the total entropy density by that of the light Y multiplets and other potential relativistic degrees of freedom, s = (2π 2 /45)g * T 3 .
As an aside, note also that the equilibrium relation s = (p + ρ)/T is recovered in the slow-roll regime,φ 2 /2 ≪ V , with the total entropy density and pressure given in Eq (3.2). This is consistent since a near-equilibrium configuration can only be maintained for a slowly varying background field value.
It is interesting to observe that, even though the Coleman-Weinberg approximation considered earlier yields unphysical results for the entropy density, it is still a very good approximation to the effective potential itself. Consider the generic scalar field example above in the non-relativistic regime, where the Boltzmann-suppressed terms may be neglected, and for a vanishing expectation value, ϕ = 0, in a closer analogy with our hybrid inflation construction. The gap equation then reads; 16) so that the corrections are suppressed for λ ≪ 1 if no large logarithms are present, as should be the case for a consistent perturbative computation of the Φ function. Moreover, the effective potential becomes: 17) so that the corrections to the Coleman-Weinberg term are also suppressed for λ ≪ 1 and not too large logarithms. What this analysis shows is that corrections such as the double-bubble diagram are indeed higher-order from the effective potential and effective mass points of view but not in computing the entropy density, being consistently taken into account within the CJT formalism described above. Another important remark is the fact that, in computing the thermal corrections to the waterfall sector masses, we have included only the leading quantum corrections from loops of relativistic fields in the Y sector, where no double-counting issues arise as we explicitly show in Appendix B. There is, however, a double-counting problem in double-bubble diagrams involving the same χ scalar fields, and the CJT formalism accounts for both this and the related unphysical contributions to the entropy density.
Given this discussion and the similar analysis for the fermionic components outlined in the appendix, it is clear that in analyzing the dynamics of SUSY warm hybrid inflation, it is a good approximation to consider the Coleman-Weinberg form for the effective potential in Eq. (2.12) including the thermal mass corrections in Eq. (2.11), provided that g ≪ 1 even though we may allow for g 2 N X 1, and keeping only the standard contribution from relativistic degrees of freedom to the entropy density of the system. This allows one to separate the inflaton and radiation equations of motion as in Eq. (3.1) and (3.4), while including the finite temperature corrections to the effective potential and dissipation coefficient.
Numerical simulations
We now have all the necessary ingredients to fully analyze the dynamics of hybrid inflation in the warm regime, taking into account (i) the full form of the dissipation coefficient including the contributions of both low-momentum and on-shell scalar χ R,I modes in Eq. (2.7); and (ii) the full form of the finite temperature effective potential in the non-relativistic regime in Eq. (2.12), including the thermal corrections to the scalar and fermionic masses and SUSY splittings in the waterfall sector in Eq. (2.4). As concluded earlier, in the CJT improved computation of the effective potential, the latter is independent of the physical field masses, such that the waterfall sector only gives exponentially suppressed contributions to the entropy density of the system, which corresponds to a very good approximation to that of the light degrees of freedom.
It is thus possible in the general case to separate the inflaton and radiation fluid equations as in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.4) despite the implicit temperature dependence of the ColemanWeinberg effective potential through the field thermal masses. It is convenient to express these equations in terms of the number of e-folds of inflation, with dN e = Hdt, giving:
where, as defined above, Q = Υ/3H and the Friedmann equation yields:
It is also straightforward to express these equations in terms of the temperature of the radiation bath for a near-equilibrium state via ρ R = (π 2 /30)g * T 4 .
We have then performed numerical simulations of the evolution of the inflaton-radiation system from initial conditions at large field values, where the results obtained in section 3 hold. For a direct comparison with the results obtained in this regime, in Figure 3 we show the evolution of the different dynamical quantities for the same parameter choices in Figure  1 , which yield n s = 0.962 and r = 0.019, taking the simplest case where no other relativistic components exist besides the Y sector fields, with g * = (15/4)N Y and α 2 = h 2 N Y /2 as discussed earlier.
In this figure, for a better understanding of the different effects, we show the evolution of the inflaton field, temperature and related derived quantities including only the low-momentum contribution (red curves) and full dissipation coefficient (blue curves), both with (solid curves) and without (dashed curves) thermal corrections. For reference, we also include the field evolution in the corresponding supercooled regime with no dissipation and T ≪ H, which yields approximately 25 e-folds of inflation until the waterfall transition in this case.
Let us begin by analyzing the results when only the low-momentum dissipation coefficient is included, corresponding to the first term in Eq. (2.7). We see that, in the absence of thermal corrections, one obtains over 60 e-folds of inflation, which is due to the SUSY mass splittings the scalar χ R,I components as detailed below. When thermal corrections are included, we observe that the hybrid transition, i.e. m χ R → 0, occurs for field values below the the zero-temperature critical value φ c = M , since thermal corrections increase the waterfall field masses, which should therefore prolong inflation. However, the total number of e-folds of inflation is in this case significantly smaller, with the hybrid transition occurring around Figure 3 . Numerical evolution of the different dynamical quantities using the full form of the field and radiation equations, considering only the low-momentum contribution to the dissipation coefficient (red curves) and the full dissipation coefficient including on-shell modes (blue curves), both excluding (dashed curves) and including (solid curves) thermal corrections to the waterfall sector masses. In the top left plot we also show the evolution in the supercooled regime (dotted green curve) and the chosen value of M (dashed black line). These results are obtained for g = 10 −3 , h = 0.34, N X = 5 × 10 6 , N Y = 50 and M = 0.16M P , choosing Q * ≃ 10 −3 (φ * = 2.58M P ). For this choice of parameters, the spectral index is n s ≃ 0.962 and the tensor-to-scalar ratio is r = 0.019, with the amplitude of the power spectrum normalized to the observational value ∆ 38 e-folds. This is associated with the decrease of the dissipation coefficient as a result of the larger effective masses of both the real and imaginary X scalars, so that the inflaton's motion is less damped. This is easily seen by considering the next-to-leading corrections to the low-momentum dissipation coefficient in the large field limit φ ≫ M, αT / √ 2g:
where m X = √ 2gφ is the leading scalar mass at large field values. This explicitly shows that SUSY mass splittings enhance the dissipation coefficient, while thermal corrections decrease it. Since the latter is O(T /φ) 2 , while the former is only O(M/φ) 4 due to a partial SUSY cancellation, the effect of thermal corrections becomes more pronounced as one approaches the hybrid transition and the total number of e-folds is therefore reduced.
With the full form of the dissipation coefficient the results are similar, with SUSY mass splittings also enhancing (reducing) the on-shell dissipation coefficient corresponding to the real (imaginary) component of the complex χ fields, and thermal corrections equally decreasing the effect of both components. For on-shell dissipation, this effect is more pronounced since the dissipation coefficient depends exponentially on the field masses, but the added dissipation makes the field and temperature evolve more slowly, with a longer part of the evolution occurring in the strong dissipative regime, Q ≫ 1.
Overall, the results for the full dissipation coefficient including thermal corrections yield a total of about 52 e-folds of inflation in this example, which is therefore in agreement with hybrid inflation generating the observed primordial spectrum of density perturbations for the presently observable CMB scales. We see in this example that the slow-roll conditions are satisfied up to the hybrid transition, the same holding for the consistency conditions T > H, Γ χ R,I > H and m χ I,R > T . The latter condition, in particular, is only violated very close to the transition, therefore validating our approximation of neglecting Boltzmann-suppressed contributions to the effective potential and entropy density, as well as inflaton thermal mass corrections. Note that Γ χ I > Γ χ R , so that in Figure 3 we show only the most restrictive condition.
To better understand the evolution of the system, in Figure 4 we plot the temperaturedependent critical field value, φ c (T ) = M 2 − α 2 T 2 /2g 2 , i.e. the field value below which the waterfall fields become tachyonic, using the full form of the dissipation coefficient and including thermal mass corrections. Figure 4 . Evolution of the inflaton field compared to the finite temperature critical field value φ c = M 2 − α 2 T 2 /2g 2 , which reduces to φ c = M at zero temperature (dotted black line), and is shown in absolute value (left); and evolution of the radiation abundance and related dynamical quantities (right). These results correspond to the same parameter choices as in Figure 3 , using the full form of the dissipation coefficient and including thermal corrections to the field masses in the waterfall sector.
As we had seen earlier, the quantity T /H increases during inflation, which in fact corresponds to an increase in the temperature of the radiation bath since the Hubble parameter does not vary significantly. This decreases the critical field value, which in this example vanishes after around 10 e-folds of accelerated expansion as shown in Figure 4 . Afterwards φ c becomes pure imaginary, signaling that the inflaton field could become arbitrarily small without triggering an instability in the waterfall sector. However, this eventually shuts down the dissipative processes, since the dissipation coefficient decreases with the value of φ according to Eq. (2.7). This explains the decrease in Q observed in Figures 3 and 4 , which in turn leads to a decrease in the temperature of the radiation. This makes the critical field value real once more, which ends up triggering the waterfall phase transition. This does not occur in the absence of thermal mass corrections, since in this case the waterfall field mass becomes arbitrarily small for finite inflaton field values, φ > M , so that the dissipative ratio Q strictly increases as shown in Figure 3 .
The shutdown of dissipation due to thermal mass corrections has another important consequence, given that the subsequent cooling of the system decreases the radiation abundance towards the end of inflation, inverting the tendency observed in the absence of thermal mass corrections for radiation to smoothly take over the vacuum energy discussed in section 3. This is also illustrated in the example in Figure 4 , and implies that a standard period of (p)reheating must follow the waterfall transition, with the decay of potentially both the inflaton and the waterfall fields, as well as of their superpartners, transferring the vacuum energy into relativistic degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, our simulations show that reheating will proceed from an already warm universe, since T > H up to the phase transition, with radiation being subdominant but not exponentially suppressed as in supercooled scenarios. The details of the reheating period are, however, model-dependent, so that this lies outside the main focus of this work.
In Figure 5 we also show the effect of varying the effective coupling h 2 N Y determining the thermal masses on the dynamical evolution. This effective coupling also modifies the strength of the low-momentum and on-shell dissipation coefficients and, in order to better identify the effects of thermal masses, we modify the basic parameters of the model so as to start from the same initial conditions, keeping g 2 N X , C φ , g * and V 0 constant.
As one can easily see in this figure, lower values of h 2 N Y yield a larger number of efolds, since as described above the effects of dissipation are less suppressed by thermal masses and, moreover, the contribution of on-shell modes is resonantly enhanced for smaller decay widths. Note that by fixing C φ we keep the magnitude of the low-momentum contribution to the dissipation coefficient constant while varying h 2 N Y . Of course there is a limit on the number of e-folds one can get for lower values of h 2 N Y , since the rate at which the waterfall fields decay into light degrees of freedom must exceed the Hubble rate, Γ χ R,I > H, or otherwise there is no light particle production and the system cannot remain near an equilibrium configuration during inflation. The examples shown in Figure 5 nevertheless show that 50-60 e-folds of inflation can be obtained in a perturbative parametric regime where this and the other consistency conditions are satisfied. One can also observe in this figure a more pronounced transition between the low-momentum and pole-dominated dissipation regimes for smaller values of h 2 N Y , which is associated with the fact that Υ LM /Υ P ∝ h 4 N Y and with the exponential dependence on the field masses for on-shell production.
In summary, our analysis shows that finite temperature and dissipative effects may significantly change the dynamics of SUSY hybrid inflation, in particular close to the waterfall transition. Dissipation helps overdamping the inflaton field's motion, therefore prolonging inflation, at the same time creating a thermal bath of relativistic particles that backreacts onto the properties of the waterfall fields and their superpartners. Thermal masses delay the hybrid transition to field values lower than the zero-temperature critical value, φ c < M , but suppress the dissipative coefficient both in the low-momentum and on-shell regimes. The dynamics of SUSY warm hybrid inflation is determined by six basic parameters, in particular the couplings g and h, the field multiplicities N X,Y , the fundamental mass scale M and the field (or equivalently temperature) value at horizon-crossing for the relevant CMB scales. This makes a comprehensive parametric study of warm hybrid inflation rather complex, being outside the scope of this work, but the main dynamical features are nevertheless illustrated by the examples given above. These examples show, furthermore, that dissipative effects remove the tension between observational data and the predictions of the standard supercooled SUSY hybrid inflation scenario discussed in section 3.
Conclusion
In this work we have analyzed the dynamics and observational predictions for supersymmetric hybrid inflation driven by radiative corrections including dissipative and associated thermal effects. Dissipation is a natural feature in these models, since the waterfall fields modify not only the effective potential but also the full effective action of the inflaton field. This leads to not only the well known logarithmic slope but also an additional damping term in the inflaton's equation of motion. This changes both the background dynamics and the evolution of field perturbations as a result of the fluctuation-dissipation relation, and we have shown that this allows for 50-60 e-folds of inflation with a primordial spectrum consistent with the results obtained by the Planck mission. This overcomes the tension in the standard supercooled scenario, where n s > 0.98 for N e > 50, which is excluded by Planck at the 95% CL [35] .
Our analysis includes several novel effects that have not been considered in previous studies of warm inflation models. We have, in particular, considered the backreaction effects of the quasi-thermal bath of radiation produced by dissipation on the waterfall field masses and decay widths, showing that thermal masses modify both the effective potential and dissipation coefficient. This is particularly significant in hybrid models, since thermal corrections increase the mass of the waterfall fields, which may therefore remain in a metastable minimum with non-vanishing vacuum energy for a longer period. These same thermal mass corrections actually suppress the dissipation coefficient induced by the waterfall fields, but the balance between these two opposite effects produces nevertheless a sufficiently long period of accelerated expansion.
The inclusion of thermal mass corrections also leads to the shutdown of dissipative processes close to the end of inflation, so that despite the universe remaining in a warm phase up to the waterfall transition, radiation does not become the dominant component. This means that the transition to a radiation era will proceed through the standard perturbative decay of the inflaton and/or the waterfall fields, possibly preceded by an epoch of resonant particle production. Since, however, the radiation bath has not been exponentially redshifted during inflation, finite temperature effects will be relevant both during and after the phase transition and must be taken into account along the lines proposed in [51] . We expect this to be a particular feature of hybrid inflation models, where thermal mass corrections become relevant before the end of the inflationary phase. This is not the case, for example, of chaotic potentials [39] , for which the slow-roll conditions are generically violated at large field values and in the strong dissipation regime, where thermal mass corrections play a negligible role and radiation smoothly takes over as the dominant component.
In this work, we have also, for the first time, included the dissipative effects associated with on-shell production of waterfall field particles, which subsequently decay into light degrees of freedom in the quasi-thermal bath. Despite being Boltzmann-suppressed at the low temperatures required to avoid the generation of large inflaton masses, ∆m 2 φ ∼ g 2 N X T 2 H 2 , this contribution can in fact overcome the effect of low-momentum modes generically considered in the literature, as suggested in [22] , and lead to a larger number of e-folds of inflation. Another effect that has been typically neglected in previous analyses is the SUSY mass splitting for chiral multiplets directly coupled to the inflaton, which as we have shown parametrically enhances the dissipation coefficient, in particular close to the hybrid transition.
An important feature in our analysis was the use of a non-perturbatively improved version of the effective potential/free energy of the system within the CJT formalism [26] , discussed in section 4. From the point of view of the effective potential itself, the corrections considered in this approach are of a higher order in the couplings and field multiplicities, having no practical effect on the dynamical evolution. However, they constitute leading corrections to the entropy density of the waterfall chiral multiplets, in particular making the effective potential independent of their physical masses, which correspond to solutions of the associated gap equations. This eliminates unphysical negative contributions to the entropy density that arise in the leading Coleman-Weinberg approximation to the effective potential. Thus, only relativistic degrees of freedom effectively contribute to the entropy of the system, which allows for the standard separation between the inflaton and radiation fluids generically considered in warm inflation models. To our knowledge, most of the discussions of the effective potential at finite temperature in the literature focus on the high temperature regime, so it is interesting to see that the CJT formalism may also be used to successfully describe the low temperature case, where as we discussed one would obtain unphysical results with the unimproved form of the thermally corrected Coleman-Weinberg potential. The CJT formalism is broadly used in the study of near-equilibrium systems at finite temperature, such as the quark-gluon plasma (see e.g. [45] and references therein), and we expect its range of applicability in cosmological systems to extend beyond the realm of warm inflationary dynamics. The simplest example is that of a massive scalar field coupled to a thermal radiation bath, where the (unimproved) effective potential is, to leading order, V (ϕ, T ) = m 2 (T )ϕ 2 /2. Since thermal corrections generically increase the field's effective mass, s ϕ = −∂V /∂T = −(ϕ 2 /2)∂m 2 /∂T ≤ 0, i.e. yielding a negative contribution to the entropy density away from the minimum at the origin. The improved CJT effective potential is, however, independent of the physical field mass and defines the corresponding gap equation, thus eliminating this unphysical contribution. This is of course relevant for any cosmological scenarios with scalar fields at finite temperature, such as the standard reheating phase [51] [52] [53] or cosmological phase transitions.
Although our analysis already takes into account several different effects that were absent in similar previous studies, it also suggests several possible extensions that can be considered in the context of hybrid inflation and other related models. The presence of dissipative effects naturally brings any system out of (local) thermal equilibrium, and nearthermal configurations can be maintained only when microphysical equilibration processes are sufficient fast, in particular compared to the Hubble expansion rate in the cosmological context. It would be interesting, however, to investigate how non-equilibrium corrections [54] may modify the effective action and the associated entropy density (or a generalized non-equilibrium quantity, since entropy is strictly defined in an equilibrium state). It would also be interesting to explore whether thermal mass corrections play an important role in other warm inflation models, in particular small field models such as hill-top inflation.
An important complement to our analysis would be to consider scenarios of warm hybrid inflation with large radiative corrections, γ 1, where as discussed above inflaton particle production may become significant and yield a nearly-thermal state of inflaton particles, changing the scalar spectral index to the form given in Eq. (3.16) and discussed in [39] , so potentially compatible with observations. SUSY hybrid inflation is a natural scenario in several extensions of the Standard Model, in particular for brane-antibrane inflation [15] in string/M-theory, where furthermore a large number of waterfall fields results from the D-brane multiplicity. The higher-dimensional nature of this setup changes the form of the effective potential, which is also modified by other string/compactification effects. Dissipative effects in these systems were considered in [25] , using the large field form of the dissipation coefficient, and we expect similar modifications to those analyzed in this work to arise from finite temperature corrections and from the full form of the dissipation coefficient, an extension that we plan to explore in detail in the future.
This work shows explicitly that SUSY hybrid inflation is a viable model of the inflationary universe, with no need for considering scenarios with less than 50 e-folds of accelerated expansion as suggested by the Planck collaboration [35] , since dissipative interactions mediated by the waterfall fields can prolong inflation by the required amount. Hybrid inflation models may also provide an important link with low-energy phenomenology. Our setup, in particular, allows for a natural embedding of the MSSM fields, e.g. in the light Y sector, and the structure of the superpotential considered is ubiquitous in extensions of the Standard Model such as supersymmetric Grand Unified Theories or their analogue D-brane descriptions [25] . We thus hope that our results motivate further exploring the embedding of the inflationary sector within a full quantum theory of fundamental particle interactions.
As in the scalar case, upon enforcing the stationarity of the potential with respect to the physical fermion propagator, δV (F ) /δS ψ = 0, one obtains the associated gap equation:
Solving the gap equation and getting the effective potential is not as straightforward as in the pure scalar case because the fermion self-energy Σ depends on the external momentum, with
which would give rise to a momentum dependent effective fermion mass, defined as:
Following [55] , we may neglect the Σ v term, which is found to be negligible in the HartreeFock approximation in studies of nuclear matter, and define the effective fermion mass as the pole of the full propagator when p → 0:
so that Σ s and Σ 0 are evaluated taking p = 0 and setting |p 0 − Σ 0 | = M ψ . With this procedure, the fermionic effective potential can be written as:
The first term can then be written in the form: where the first and second terms correspond to the vacuum and finite-temperature contributions, respectively. In the expressions above, E F = p 2 + M 2 ψ and Ω 2 ψ = M 2 ψ +2(M ψ +Σ 0 )Σ 0 . The effective mass M ψ and the effective chemical potential Σ 0 then obey the following gap equations: We note that, as in the scalar case, the Coleman-Weinberg term is the leading term in the effective potential for non-relativistic fermions, M ψ ≫ T , and that since p 0 ≃ M ψ in this limit, we have Ω 2 ψ = M 2 ψ + λ f T 2 /3. For the ψ χ fermion in our hybrid setup, this corresponds to the Coleman-Weinberg contribution used in Eq. (2.12) with thermal mass corrections identical to its scalar superpartners χ R,I in the waterfall sector. Nevertheless, the additional terms introduced in the CJT formalism are not sub-leading for computing the entropy density and remove the unphysical contribution from the temperature dependence of the effective fermion mass.
B Resummation and the double-counting problem
Consider a scalar field of tree-level mass m and quartic self-coupling λϕ 4 /4! at finite temperature, such that T ≫ m. The effective mass of the scalar, assuming a vanishing expectation value for simplicity, is thenm 2 = m 2 + λT 2 /24. Resummation of the corresponding daisy and superdaisy diagrams then results in the replacement of the tree-level scalar mass by this effective mass in the scalar propagators, modifying the effective potential. This modifies in particular the vacuum (Coleman-Weinberg) part of the effective potential, which is given by:
Expanding this in powers of the self-coupling λ we obtain to leading order:
2)
The double-bubble diagram with two ϕ-loops is equivalent to a single bubble diagram with a thermal mass insertion λT 2 /24, with a symmetry factor 1/2 for a single bubble and an additional 1/2 factor accounting for the identical fields in the two loops. This gives: which clearly shows that this diagram appears twice in the expansion of the effective potential with the thermal mass correction. If the field ϕ is coupled to another light field in the thermal bath, e.g. through an operator λ σ ϕ 2 σ 2 , the effective mass is also corrected by a factor ∆m 2 = λ σ T 2 /6. We can proceed as above to compute the effective potential with the new effective mass and again expand the result in powers of λ σ . This is entirely analogous to the result above, except for the fact that the relevant double-bubble diagram now involves different fields, which removes one of the 1/2 symmetry factors in the expression above. Hence, the expansion of the effective potential gives the double-bubble diagram to leading order, and there is no double-counting to leading order in this case.
